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Have a centralized repository of contracts

Standardize contracting language

Relieve contract managers from wading through a mass of e-mails
and Word documents to stay on top of an extended negotiation

Minimize manual follow ups between the provider relations, legal
and financial departments

Avoid the additional cost incurred due to delayed renewal of provider
contracts

Free the provider relations staff from clarifying claims issues so they
can focus on provider relations

eprovion is a comprehensive contract management system and
workflow solution for payor organizations.  With eprovion you can:

Efficient Contracting
eprovionTM

Create templates and enforce contracting standards

Create and publish a library of legal clauses and rate tables

Process contracts in batches for large number of providers

Ensure proper usage of contracts through the use of checklists

Comprehensively track extended negotiations

Keep track of scheduled events and minute all meetings

Automate the contract approval workflow

Version and annotate contracts

Publish reports of contracting performance

Manage provider database including support for National Provider
ID

Work with familiar tools like Excel and Word to edit contracts without
leaving the browser

Use a simple and uniform paradigm to contract across all provider
types

Configure claims system directly from your contracts



Automated Contracting Lifecycle

Typical eprovion managed contracting process



eprovion supports J2EE-compliant
implementations from IBM, BEA, JBoss and
database products from IBM (DB2), Oracle,
Microsoft (SQL Server).

eprovion uses authentication, authorization,
and SSL for data over the internet.

eprovion has been designed for 24x7
availability with hot configuration capabilities
and failover mechanisms.

The Data Interfacing Engine uses XML,
CSV as data exchange format.

Performance has been factored into every
aspect of the architecture resulting in
excellent response times.

eprovion has an N-tier architecture that permits
reliable evolution of the product.

Network Manager, United Healthcare

"The Product is excellent…it is much easier to use and faster too…the batching is wonderful."

Contracting Manager, CIGNA

“The product has a lot of good components. IMPRESSIVE.... particularly with the library of terms and
clauses. Breaking the tasks down (as in eprovion), sending a contract off for approval, sending ten off
for approval at the same time...you can see the status so easily.”

Contract Manager, Humana

“You have taken care of contracting language and rates. Its great to have templates in the application.
This is a great organizational tool."

"You seem to have thought of everything we need. Versioning… that's cool. Yes we need to have the
contracts in a central database even if in Word... you do that... that's great. We need everything you've
shown us so far."

Director of Provider Relations, A Minnesota PPO

Technology
security

standards
complicance

perfomance

robust design

high availability

What experts say

standard data exchange
format
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A product of

1-866-978-5229


